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As many vets and rabbit owners may know by now,

there is a new vaccination (NobiVac Myxo-RHD) about

to be released onto the market, for rabbits. Currently

there are three brands of Viral Haemorrhagic Disease

vaccine (Cylap, Lapinject and Anivac), and one brand

of Myxomatosis vaccine (Nobivac Myxo, which is based

on the Shope Fibroma virus). These are not licensed

for the simultaneous use of VHD and myxo, and so

are generally given two weeks apart. The myxomatosis

vaccine is advised to be given every SIX months, as its

duration of action is too short to protect for a full year.

The new vaccine is a genetically modified weakened

form of the myxomatosis virus itself, and so offers

longer lasting and more effective protection against

myxomatosis than the older vaccine. The myxomatosis

virus it is based on has been weakened such that it is

not capable of causing actual disease, by removing

"virulence factors". ln addition, the virus has been altered

to produce a VHD protein, which creates immunity to

that disease as well.

and the

Medicines Agency for use in the EU. The vaccine has

been shown to be effective in developing immunity three

weeks after vaccination, lasting for at least one year.

Some rabbits developed a transient slightly raised

temperature for 1-2 days after injection, and others

developed a small, painless swelling in the two weeks

after vaccination, which did not progress to any skin

damage or irritation, and disappeared by the end of

three weeks.

The data sheet for the vaccine mentions a potential

lack of protection against VHD in rabbits which have

previously been vaccinated against myxomatosis.

However, this is based on European trial data, and it is

thought that this will not be a problem in rabbits that

have had the UK myxomatosis vaccine. The results of

further work which will hopefully reassure owners on

this issue were not available at the time of going to

press, but should be available shortly.
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1. lf my rabbit has not been vaccinated
before, what should I do now?

Your rabbit can be vaccinated from five weeks of

age with the new vaccine, and a single vaccine

should be sufficient to startthe course, and boost

it yearly. Depending on the trial results, there

may be a two dose initial vaccination course

recommended in some circumstances.

2. lf my rabbit has been vaccinated up to
date with one or both of Myxo and VHD,

what should ldo?

When the new vaccine is available, there will be

data sheet advice on the required regime for initial

and booster vaccines, and this can then be given.

3. Should lwait untilthe new vaccine is
available before vaccinating my rabbit if he
is due now?

The old myxomatosis vaccine will be withdrawn at

about the same time as the new product comes

out, but this is not expected until the Autumn. lf

your rabbit's vaccines expire before then, it is very

wise to maintain that protection with the "old"

vacclnes, rather than waiting for the new vaccine

to be available.

4. Can I expect any side effects?

The company has reported minor side effects, as

above, consisting of a small raised lump at the

site of injection, which does not cause pain or

itchiness, and disappears by three weeks after

injection, and an increase in body temperature by

1-2 degrees C for a day or two after injection.

For Further information please contact your

veterinary practice. They are being supplied

with information on the new product by the

manufacturers.
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a single injection produces
immunity to both di


